
BRAIN RINSE - SYNOPSIS
As the audience enter they are greeted by a silent ninja who shows them to their
seats. When the show starts they are welcomed by this character who reveals that
the show is more than just a comedy sketch show. It is in fact a mind training. During
the next hour they will all discover their inner ninja and be totally reborn, and they
will achieve this by joining in. To further set the scene, one person is then identified
who obviously doesn’t want to join in and he/she is given a paddle with the words
“back off!” written on it. They are told that they can use this throughout the show to
stop being made to join in. Some one is then invited to join in and express to the
audience their own inner ninja and the preamble to the show ends with the whole
audience learning what the person has come up with as a call and response chant.
The ninja melts away and there then follows a series of audience participation
sketches. In the opening sketch Mike plays uber snobby orchestral conductor Alberto
Toscaninny, and the audience are an orchestra. He teaches and conducts them in the
first 16 or so bars of Beethoven’s 5th symphony. The climax of the piece is ruined
when a person onstage misses his/her cue to play a triangle. “Hardly the most
complicated instrument in the orchestra” Alberto wearily concludes. The whole
piece is repeated double time and this time the triangle player triumphs. The ninja re
enters for the next routine, an exercise in trust. He explains that trust is very
important in mind training. A volunteer is made to don a fat suit that renders his
arms immovable. He is told to trust. He then lip sync’s an Italian opera aria as The
Ninja performs the arm movements through holes in the arms of the fat suit. The
audience follow the action through sub titles. It’s a tale of lost love and our hero
ends up binging on mars bars and tragically killing himself. The third sketch explores
the idea of discipline (something that The Ninja explains is very important for
discovering your inner ninja). A sergeant major drills the whole audience by getting
them to stand up and sit down to the commands left and right. It all fall apart on the
command “quick march!” and the hectoring sergeant major finds it difficult to
contain his anger. He barks at the audience and then singles out one person who is
“a disgrace to the army”. This person is punished by being made to run on the spot,
and not stop. It’s an army endurance run that appears to go on forever. The next
sketch is again performed by The Ninja. He explores the idea of overcoming our
desire as a person from the audience is invited to perform a tantric sex ritual with
him. This is a tantric sex ritual like no other. They must perform together an air
French kiss. They must go as close as they can to each other, but they are not
allowed to touch each other. Like a regular air kiss, but with tongues. During the
whole show the person with the back off paddle is repeatedly asked to come
onstage by the different characters, but when they wave the back off paddle they
are left alone. For the finale of the show The Ninja tries again. He fails, but in doing
so he gets everyone up either onstage, or standing up in a circle around the hapless
person who has refused to join in. The Ninja waxes lyrical that nothing is real in a
show, and indeed in life. He de-constructs part of the set to reveal the backstage and
takes off his costume to reveal that he is not real, and his clothes are just a costume.
He drops the character and becomes just Mike, standing in front of the person in a
bra and woman’s knickers. The only thing that’s real because it’s his underwear.



There then follows a surprising twist. The person who refused to join in is hailed as a
hero and is rewarded by having everyone else perform The Can Can in a massed
dance finale. Everyone returns to their places and the show finished with the person
who didn’t join in closing the show with a few words, if they feel up to joining in.


